
Lent 4 A The blind man 
 
 Last Sunday we looked at one of the four natural elements, water, 
indispensable for human life. It is very much part of the beginning of our 
Christian life, when we are baptised. Without water there can be neither 
natural nor supernatural life. This Sunday we consider another crucial 
element, light, without which life cannot grow either. It is part of the rite of 
Baptism, when we bring to the newly baptised person a lighted candle, 
symbolising a cleaned soul, full of light. Christ is the light who came to dispel 
darkness. On the Easter vigil we are reminded of this reality, when we bring 
the Easter candle into the darkness of the church, and little by little, by 
lighting the candles people are carrying in their hands, the whole church 
becomes illuminated. 
 Today in the Gospel we come across a man blind from birth. It is hard 
for us to realise what it is to be blind. Try to close your eyes and keep them 
closed for a lengthy period of time; you won’t last too long. Blindness from the 
beginning is a harder reality: you cannot dream with images. Once they tried 
to explain to a blind man what the colour red was; and after much 
explanation, trying to compare it with a hot instrument, he said that it must be 
similar to the sound of a trumpet. Colours don’t have much to do with sounds; 
imagine spiritual things. We are blind from birth to them, because of original 
sin, and we need Jesus to cure our blindness, to be able to see him. 
 Jesus made clay with his saliva, placed mud on the blind man’s eyes 
and told him to wash himself in the pool of Siloam. Why did he do that? He 
could have touched his eyes and cured him straight away. It is a reminder that 
we are made of clay, that our feet can easily break. The pool of Siloam was 
outside the walls of the city. He could have gone to the nearby fountain and 
washed his eyes, but it wouldn’t had worked. Jesus wanted him to walk with 
faith and show others his trust in God. He could go with mud on his eyes 
because he was blind and knew the way by heart. We also need to show others 
that we trust in Jesus. God’s saliva cured him, but it had to be mixed with our 
clay, with our humanity. 
 We miss something when we don’t have it. We don’t normally realise 
that we are blind to the spiritual world. Once we cannot see, we notice our 
eyes, as when they hurt or we need glasses. We have two of them because they 
are very important. We have also two ears, to listen better; but only one 
mouth not to speak too much. We know we are blind because we realise that 
the saints can see things we don’t see. We would like to see what they see. 
Better, we would like to see with Jesus eyes. Saint Teresa of Avila wanted to 
know the colour of Jesus’ eyes when he appeared to her; she says that when 
she tried, the apparition disappeared altogether. 
 Today we ask Jesus to cure our spiritual blindness. First we need to 
acknowledge that our soul has eyes and that they are closed. Then we have to 
allow him to put mud in them, and walk with a dirty face for a while, showing 
others our blindness, till we reach the waters of the Sacrament of Confession. 
And we need to do this not once, or twice, but a thousand times. Slowly we are 
going to start seeing; first some shadows, then some sparks of light. The more 
we clean them, the more light we are going to see. We cannot see the full light 
from the beginning: it would destroy our eyes completely. And slowly we are 
going to discover the wonders of the spiritual life. 


